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First Interview Session (February 23, 2010): Digital File

Time	Keywords
00:00:00	Start of Interview/Interviewer’s Introduction

00:00:36	Question: Birthdate and parents? Answer: Nagel was born Sept. 13, 1945 in NYC to academic parents—his father taught philosophy at Columbia and his mother taught physics at City College NY and worked on the Manhattan Project. 

00:02:04	Follow up: How did your parents meet? Answer: His father was born in the Austro-Hungarian Empire and immigrated to the US; after attending City College NY, he taught HS for a while, where his mother was one of his students.  Later on, they reunited and were married. Follow up: Science HSs? Answer: Nagel didn’t think so.

00:04:31	Question: Was education valued in your parents’ families? Answer: He observed that he didn’t know his grandparents well, but didn’t think they were particularly well educated, being primarily tradespeople.

00:06:01	Follow up: The Manhattan Project? Answer: He suspected that because she was working at Columbia in the late 1930s, she must have attracted interest from Los Alamos. He related some anecdotes about her work there, including FBI interviews and the fact that the scientists hoped that the project would fail.

00:07:57	Question: Siblings? Answer: He talked about his brother, who was a professor of physics at Chicago and married to the director of FermiLab, and his wife and children who had also achieved high degrees.

00:08:58	Question: Early years/education? Answer: He recalled starting school at the private New Lincoln School, which followed Dewey’s philosophy of allowing students to do what they wanted. But after 2nd grade, he was sent to Collegiate School (one of NY’s oldest private schools) through 8th grade. After a year at Stanford, he returned to Bronx High School of Science, which he disliked because of the regimented program.

00:11:47	Question: Where did you live? Answer: His family lived in an apartment owned by Columbia University.  He recalled some details about several apartments in NYC.  Follow up: Did you like the city? Answer: He thought so. They played a lot of stickball on the street, and he mused about specific “terms” they used.

00:14:05	Question: Was your intelligence noticed? Answer: He was one of the better students, but he didn’t remember being strong in mathematics until the year they spent in CA. Follow up: Were you bored? Answer: No; he was a good student, but wasn’t pushed or skipped grades, but this might have been a family decision. He remembered enjoying the foreign language instruction, which was better than his math courses.

00:16:45	Follow up: What about the Stanford course captured your attention? Answer: He thought that the possibility of proving things to be true made him see math as more than just computation. He also liked algebra in the way that one could “pretend” to know the answer and then work backward to get it.

00:20:30	Follow up: Did your parents encourage your interest in math? Answer: He didn’t feel pushed by his parents, but they wanted him to get better education in math and science than Collegiate HS could offer. Follow up: Did your mother talk to you about physics? Answer: Not really; she once took them to her lab, which was interesting.

00:24:07	Question: After returning to NY? Answer: He briefly talked about the challenges his mother faced with having an annually-reviewable contract and with being a woman in a male-dominated field of physics.  He felt this had sensitized him to gender issues.

00:26:15	Question: Bronx HS of Science? Answer: He talked about having to test into the school, its reputation, and his experience as a student there. Part of his experience was being on the math team, which involved regular practices, writing articles for a math publication, and taking calculus in 11th grade (though it was regularly a senior class). He remembered fondly a precalculus teacher.

00:30:45	Follow up: Did you recognize at this age that you loved math? Answer: He thought so. Follow up: Other strong academic interests? Answer: He recalled liking English, having a “terrible teacher” in history, and not having to work very hard.

00:33:18	Question: Did you take advantage of NYC culturally? Answer: Not very much; most of his museum visits were through the school.  His father’s interest leaned more to music—he recalled a concert of the William Tell overture conducted by Toscanini.

00:35:21	Question: Why leave Bronx HS? Answer: He suspected that he wanted to “get away” from the family and the regimented nature of Bronx HS. So he wrote early admission applications to Columbia, Harvard and a few other colleges. Follow up: How did your parents feel about this? Answer: He thought that his leaving upset his mother considerably, but he knew he needed to get away.  He didn’t recall specifically why he chose Harvard—in hindsight, Princeton paid more attention to its math undergrads.

00:39:59	Question: What was that first year like? Answer: Parts of it were difficult—being away from home with limited phone access—but he made friends and he thought this made the difference for him.  While he struggled a bit with some of his humanities courses because he wasn’t much of a reader, but he felt what made Harvard better than other institutions was a high concentration of good students.

00:43:19	Question: Any higher level math? Answer: He reflected on the famous “Math 55,” (2nd year calculus) which was a “terror.” Follow up: Did you enjoy the course? Answer: In retrospect yes, but it was difficult at the time. 

00:45:46 	[no question] He thought he worked harder at the math than the physics, and after his freshman year he basically took graduate math courses. Follow up: So Math 55 catapulted you? Answer: Yes; but he also attributed this to Harvard’s lack of attention to math undergrads; people who “survived” Math 55 could go on to advanced work.

00:49:01	Question: Had you begun to specify what part of math you liked? Answer: No; he didn’t know enough to do that.  Follow up: What else were you studying? Answer: He outlined a number of social science and philosophy courses, of which he enjoyed history. Follow up: Had the turmoil of the 60s started by then? Answer: Not too much; it wasn’t until 1968, when he was at Columbia that the turmoil started.

00:53:37	Question: Talk about your development as a mathematician? Answer: He recalled taking some courses with very prominent mathematicians, during which he had a minor episode with depression that caused him to get closer with his father.  Also during this time, he got to know a young professor who really encouraged him in math (as opposed to more prominent, but less accessible, teachers).

00:56:50	Follow up: And the course? Answer: Banach algebra; Nagel explained that the sub-field was successful for a time until it died out in the later 1970s, partly because it offered short, elegants proofs that were a mixture of analysis and algebra. As part of the requirements for understanding Banach algebra, he did a thesis on complex analysis in several variables, one of his specializations later on.

00:59:25	Follow up: Senior thesis? Answer: He noted that it wasn’t required, but if one wanted to graduate with honors, one had to write a thesis.  He thought working on these problems was his first foray into creative mathematics.

01:01:40	Question: Lab science? Answer: He didn’t take much lab science, quipping about how the labs were a bit of a “disaster” for him.  But he told an anecdote about a theoretical experiment he proposed during the class that was accepted as his labwork, though somewhat impractical. Follow up: So you knew you were a mathematician? Answer: He wanted to toy some more with history, but since the opportunity didn’t exist, he never knew whether he would have been a historian.

01:06:58	Question: Senior year? Answer: He didn’t take all math—he discussed a number of courses in history and law, which he found was the counterpoint to math—dealing with human cases and problems rather than theoretical cases.

01:09:13	Question: Did this law course help you in later administrative experience? Answer: Perhaps, but he felt that his interest in theoretical mathematics had always been tempered by a desire to engage with people and real-world application.

01:11:08	Question: Graduate school? Answer: He said that it was assumed that his cohort would go to graduate school, especially with the draft situation and Vietnam. While he wanted to go to Princeton, the other serious contenders were MIT, Chicago, and Columbia—he thought his desire to get back to NYC was a factors.

01:14:11	Question: Summer between college and graduate school? Answer: He talked about the adventure of accompanying one of his Harvard friends on a trip through Europe, sharing a number of anecdotes about the trip.

01:19:25	Question: Graduate school? Answer: He related that he intended to study functional analysis at Columbia with Prof. Lorch, but he realized over time that he was more interested in complex analysis in several variables.  He compared the intensity of his graduate courses to his hard work ethic at Harvard, and mused about his stubbornness about working on what he wanted to do rather than what his advisor told him to do.

01:24:12	Follow up: Prelims? Answer: Nagel explained the system of qualifying exams during one’s first year, then oral examinations in two subjects.  He talked about how his advisor Lipman kept him down to earth, even in the oral examinations. 

01:28:20	Question: The turmoil of 1968? Answer: He shared his memories of the Vietnam War era, including frequent demonstrations, a Time Magazine picture he was on the margins of, and how divisive it was on the Columbia campus. He provided details of people he knew on both sides of the Vietnam debates, both conservative and radical, and didn’t think there was any focus on the math department as a target at Columbia.

01:35:03	Follow up: So did this adversely affect your development as a mathematician? Answer: While it was a distraction, he observed, it wasn’t as severe a distraction as the disruptions at UW. 

01:36:54	Question: Formal choice of a dissertation? Answer: He continued to be interested in issues he’d worked on for his college thesis, which included some “fancy machinery” which he applied to some analytical problems, but which he now didn’t think Lipman was interested in and which wasn’t ultimately very fruitful. Follow up: Were you using a computer? Answer: No; it was all theoretical.

01:39:49	Question: After graduating? Answer: Nagel related the story of how he got to UW.  At the time, he applied to a number of schools, of which Rice and UW were the major candidates. Although he was initially turned down by UW, due to a series of events he was eventually offered a job.  He explained what attracted him to UW.

01:46:00	Follow up: You came without a degree? Answer: Because of the draft laws, had he not gotten a job he would have been eligible for the draft, but UW allowed him to come while he finished his degree.  He came as an instructor initially, a 2 year visiting professorship. He recalled the invitation letter as well as hearing the news that the Army Math Research Center had been bombed.

01:52:05	Question: Talk about the department at the time. Answer: Nagel listed some impor-tant figures in the dept at the time—Walter and Mary Ellen Rudin, R.H. Bing, etc. 

01:53:20	[no question] He reflected on why he enjoyed teaching, feeling privileged to be able to get paid to talk about something he loved.  He didn’t know when he started teaching large lectures, and always felt initially nervous about them, but very quickly learned to like them. Follow up: Did you prepare for lectures? Answer: He always prepared notes, from which he could deviate but which helped him be prepared.

01:58:39	Question: Were you still working on your thesis? Answer: No, he was working on other projects, teaching, and taking a seminar of Rudin’s in which he met his wife.

01:59:59	Question: Tenure? Answer: He remembered coming with the approach that he’d try to do research and not “worry about the eventualities” (since he also had other interests). He talked about some service he’d done in his first year and also getting advice from Walter Rudin.

02:03:05	[no question] During the second year of his two-year appointment he began a collaboration with Stephen Wainger, who was interested in harmonic analysis, which was to become important for his career. After the second year, he applied for the assistant professorship and won the job. Follow up: Job talk? Answer: He didn’t recall giving a formal talk, but he knew he’d given some talks and had been heard enough by the department to be evaluated.

02:06:48	Question: Assess UW’s undergraduates. Answer: He felt they weren’t of the same consistent quality as those he’d taught at Columbia or Harvard, recalling having his first experience of students complaining about grades. He felt that over time, the major change in students was a preoccupying concern with a career rather than exploring different things for their own pleasure.

02:10:23	Follow up: Were you surprise by the amount of remedial math you had to teach? Answer: Yes; he described these kinds of students as “the walking wounded,” those who not only struggled with math but for that reason also disliked it. He shared the example of a student who he discovered was counting on their fingers.

02:12:56	Question: So after the second year you were told about tenure? Answer: No; it worked much more informally at that point; he didn’t think there was a formal description of his duties, mentoring committee, or even dossier applying for tenure. He thought he got tenure in Fall 1974, and thought he found out about it through the Capital Times.

02:15:30	Question: Defending your thesis? Answer: He said it was an enjoyable experience, and shared some anecdotes about it.

02:16:55	Question: What was your research program in those early years? Answer: First, there was the collaboration with Wainger, who had worked on the problem with colleagues at Chicago. At the same time, he was working on a problem in several complex variables on his own.  These researches were the basis for his tenure case.

02:20:33	Follow up: What was the “breakthrough”? Answer: He explained how the problem had been discussed for some time before them, and how they went about beginning to solve the problem.

02:24:01	End of First Interview Session

Second Interview Session (February 24, 2010): Digital File

Time	Keywords
00:00:00	Start of Interview/Interviewer’s Introduction

00:00:20	Question: How does tenure change things? Answer: He observed that it wasn’t a major change.  He had had graduate students before, and he didn’t think that his course assignment had changed much.

00:02:35	Follow up: Courses you taught? Answer: He noted that unlike some disciplines, many of the courses in the math department are relatively standard service courses, even at the graduate level, so there wasn’t much in the way of developing new courses other than high-level topics.  

00:04:31	Follow up: Do younger faculty teach most of the surveys? Answer: He thought this had changed over time; some faculty dislike large courses, but he enjoyed it. He explained the difficulty of large classes—managing TAs, grading, etc.—and why it’s become more of a problem in recent years to volunteer to teach them.  He discussed in detail why he thought it a bad idea to delegate these courses to postdoctoral students.

00:10:15	Follow up: You’ve had this conversation in the department? Answer: Yes; it had been discussed extensively, and he had gone so far as to oppose a proposed reduction in senior faculty teaching loads. Follow up: Did this issue (course reduction) affect other departments? Answer: He thought so; he talked about the complex issue of “buying out” teaching loads that affected the computer science department and suggested that many of the problems were market- and resource-driven.

00:13:50	Follow up: As an undergraduate, English and math are the pillars of undergraduate education? Answer: To an extent; Nagel talked at some length about how mathematics was a gateway to many of the technical disciplines, and responded to the interviewer’s question about what the normal requirements are.

00:17:37	Follow up: Statistics? Answer: While there was a separate department of statistics, he noted, many of the social science disciplines teach statistics in house. Follow up: Formal interaction between math and statistics? Answer: He broadened the question to include computer science, also an outgrowth of the math department, and observed that there were joint appointments and collaboration between the 3 departments, but this was complicated by the “friction” and distance between the depts on campus.

00:22:09	Question: Your research program in the mid-1970s? Answer: After working on the project with Wainger and getting tenure, Nagel was able to get a leave of absence to go to Princeton to work with Eli Stein, one of Wainger’s advisors and an expert in harmonic analysis. Follow up: Were you teaching at all? Answer: Yes; he was there as a visiting professor, and related some of his experiences there. What was more memorable than the teaching, however, was his work with Stein, by whom he was initially intimidated, but with whom at the end he wrote an influential monograph.

00:26:56	Follow up: And what were you working on? Answer: He explained that of the two kinds of mathematicians (problem solvers and theory builders), Stein was a theory-builder—he knew what direction mathematics was going to go and worked toward it.  Thus, he and Stein tried to adapt fairly well-understood techniques in Euclidean harmonic analysis to certain non-Euclidean situations.

00:31:32 	Follow up: So the importance of this year for you? Answer: He felt he’d learned some several complex variables, and then some harmonic analysis, but with Stein, he discovered that the two could be put together. Follow up: Is it more difficult to be in the interface rather than in a “camp”? Answer: It was different; he found it made it harder on his graduate students.

00:35:14	Question: Who at UW would have been interested in the direction you’d taken at Princeton? Answer: Wainger was interested, and he listed a number of other colleagues with whom he collaborated thereafter.  He quipped about a series of talks he gave on the subject which challenged him to prepare from week to week.

00:37:50	Question: Committee work? Answer: He said that he didn’t do much university service until later, though he was involved in departmental committees.  

00:40:00	[no question] Talking about this growing concern about the direction of the dept, he pointed out that later, in the 1980s, he became more and more interested in hiring issues; but he discovered that other analysts in the department weren’t as concerned about this, so he’d have to be the one to do it. Part of the stigma against being involved in such service was the feeling that it would take away from one’s research.

00:42:56	Follow up: How did you go about doing that? Answer: After having a visiting professor from France for a year—Jean-Pierre Rosay—he convinced Rudin to propose to hire this individual permanently. When Rosay agreed, he became one of Nagel’s close colleagues for the rest of his career. This process, over time, he thought, taught him to be less naïve and realize that it one wanted the dept to move in a specific direction, one had to work for it. He shared a second example of attempting to get a counter-offer to try to retain a particular faculty member.

00:48:09	Question: When did you meet Phil Certain? Answer: He recalled the circumstances under which he met Certain, when he bought a house right across the street from him and having children around the same age. Only later did Certain become an administrator, and he related some anecdotes surrounding this move.

00:52:59	Question: Were you following faculty governance in the 1980s? Answer: While he’d served for several years on the Faculty Senate, he said he wasn’t all that impressed with what they did.

00:54:33	[no question] While the Faculty Senate was relatively uninteresting, he got elected to the physical sciences divisional committee in the mid-1980s.  He found this very engaging because it was a way to find out what was going on in the sciences across campus, and gave him an idea of how much good work was going on in a wide variety of department.

00:58:55	Follow up: Did you have much to do with Dean (of L&S) Cronon? Answer: No; he wasn’t chair and only had contact with the dean during difficult cases in which an appeal above the divisional committee was necessary. He talked with the interviewer in detail about a case in which he wrote a letter explaining his disagreement with the committee about a tenure case in which gender was a significant issue.

01:01:39	[no question] Still talking about how the divisional committee makes its decisions, he compared his two tenures on the committee, highlighting with some alarm the  growing emphasis on numerical evidence rather than simply taking responsibility for a difficult decision with many factors. He attributed some of this to a growing need for universities to protect themselves against legal action.

01:06:23	Responding to a follow up about the divisional committee, Nagel explained a development that he regarded with mixed feelings—an increasing emphasis on documenting teaching accomplishments; peer reviews, evaluations, teaching philosophy, etc.  While he felt teaching was important, he also thought “the pendulum had swung too far” in this direction.

01:10:28	Follow up: Divisional committee work is time-consuming? Answer: Yes; he detailed the review process and why it was time consuming. Follow up: Were letters of reference important? Answer: Yes; the idea is to get an idea of the national impact of someone’s scholarship, though letters of recommendation differed from profession to profession and between people.

01:15:14	Question: What’s your position on tenure? Answer: He felt that it was critically important as a protector of free speech, though he didn’t think these issues arose as much in the physical sciences as in the humanities. The danger of giving tenure was that there were few mechanisms to promote further scholarship, a situation that was strange and hard to explain to those in business and government.

01:21:33	[no question] Continuing to talk about tenure, he didn’t think there was a serious threat of it being eliminated.

01:22:31	Question: Your research in the 1980s? Answer: Nagel explained his several month-long research visits to France, which were generally for the purpose of collaborating with other scholars, but the timing of which often prevented spending much time with French mathematicians.  He talked about the contacts he had been able to make there.

01:25:08	Follow up: What were you doing there? Answer: He was able to spend time with Stein as well as others working on several complex variables. He talked about his level of fluency in French and how this affected his interactions.

01:28:01	Question: PhD candidates? Answer: Among his notable graduate students, he thought the most gifted was Telemachos Hatziafratis, although he was somewhat culturally naïve and didn’t treat secretaries with much respect.

01:33:52	Follow up: How did you select grad students? Answer: There was no formalized process, and he noted that often math students didn’t come to graduate school with well-developed notions of what they wanted to study.  He encouraged students to experiment and figure out what interested them.

01:35:09	Follow up: Accepting a student in a tangential area? Answer: The difficulty was that he had to be able to judge his students’ work; this amounted to students finding a problem that “had a future” and which Nagel could judge. He talked about various advisors (like Stein) who were able to find interesting problems for their graduate students and others who kept the really challenging ones for their own research—he also related this “art to get good problems” to the lab sciences and humanities.

01:39:48	Follow up: So personality is more important? Answer: Actually, he observed the opposite—in lab sciences one worked with advisors and colleagues every day, while in math and humanities work was more solitary.

01:41:16	Follow up: Other grad students? Answer: Manuel Elgueta (Dedes) was his first student and had returned to Chile; Jim Vance taught at Wright State; John Kane at UW-Whitewater; other students had returned to Spain and Korea and gone into business or industry.

01:46:03	Follow up: What did you get out of advising PhD candidates? Answer: He didn’t think it had helped him produce his research, and had found it a strain to protect them; but he had enjoyed getting to know students and had worked with a few after they’d graduated. He looked on it more as teaching than service and related how the department and divisional committee viewed advising.

01:51:30	Question: Has the reputation of the department changed? Answer: Yes; when he came, UW had a reputation for the logic group, but over time fewer students came for logic. On the other hand, he felt that the department had more than rejuvenated upon the leaving of older faculty, and UW’s reputation had improved.

01:55:14	Question: Younger faculty? Answer: He identified some of the rising talent in the department—Alexandru Ionescu [now at Princeton]; Fedya Nazarov [now at Kent State]; Ken Ono [now at Emory]; Jordan Ellenberg.

01:58:05	Question: Were you ever recruited? Answer: Yes; he received an offer from the University of Chicago which was very tempting to him. He said he wasn’t looking, and in the end turned down the offer after discussing the move to Chicago with his wife. While the counter offer and being able to keep his family in Madison felt good, there was always an element of regret for not having gone to Chicago, one of the country’s most elite programs.

02:03:08	Follow up: Would your research have benefited from moving to Chicago? Answer: He didn’t know; he mused on the “grass always looks greener” phenomenon and supposed that once one opened oneself up to the possibility of moving, there would always be regret, regardless of whether one stayed or left. This was always one of the concerns for UW-Madison, because they didn’t always have the resources to retain young talent.

02:07:59	Question: Talk about becoming chair. Answer: He wanted to try being chair as a way of trying something different; there was also a family struggle in his mind, trying to meet the expectations of his father who was a great scholar but not a good administrator. While many dept members were suspicious of those who wanted to do administration, he felt it important that things be run well. When he indicated that he was willing to be chair, the former chair, who was tired of the job, was willing to go along with it.

02:12:11	[no question] Reflecting on his term as chair, he explained why he didn’t enjoy being chair, not knowing what he was getting himself into—while it was important to allow people to let off steam, the constant complaining is hard on the chair.  Follow up: Did people impose upon your friendship? Answer: Some; but it was more having people shoot holes in every idea he had to improve the way things ran. As an example of the strain on them, he quipped about a chairs’ meeting he had at South Hall with the dean, which he equated to “herding cats” because of the entrepreneurial nature of chairs.

02:18:28	Follow up: Any specific “triumphs”? Answer: He related how he had tried to facilitate the start of retirement in the math department, working with several deans and begin-ning the rejuvenation of the department with younger faculty. He also began to look at new hires and was able to hire women into the department, with varying success in part due to the complexities of spousal hires.

02:24:12	Follow up: Salary increases? Answer: Luckily, he thought, most of this had to go through a salary committee, and the salary committee only had certain resources. He related some cases he had to deal with in his early years, especially related to compensation for chairs and for counter-offers.

02:31:06	[no question] After addressing the issue of being reelected annually, he also discussed trying to work with other departments to make sure their service courses were what was needed by others.  This process made him realize how tough it was to teach what specific departments wanted their students to know, which tended to give the math department a bad reputation (as not teaching) among other departments.

02:33:13	Follow up: What’s the impact of being chair on your research? Answer:  He thought he’d had one course release per semester, but he found that administration forced him to react to small problems that didn’t allow him to spend sustained time on mathematics—this hurt his research over time.

02:35:43	[no question] He explained why he didn’t stay for a third year as chair.  When the opportunity came to be associate dean, it was partly to do something different, partly that he wasn’t happy being chair, and partly over his concern about post-tenure review, which had recently become University policy.

02:38:13	End of Second Interview Session

Third Interview Session (February 25, 2010): Digital File

Time	Keywords
00:00:00	Start of Interview/Interviewer’s Introduction

00:00:17	Question: There was a difficult tenure case during your chairmanship? Answer: He discussed the tenure case of Bob Wilson, who had been guaranteed tenure when he was hired to be the liaison between UW-Extension and the math dept. But the divisional committee didn’t approve his case because he’d arrived at UW through an unconventional route, so Nagel felt a responsibility to see his tenure case through.

00:06:13	Question: Talk about getting to the assoc. deanship. Answer: After explaining that his position was the assoc. dean for the natural sciences, he related that he had followed events in the dean’s office through his friendship with Phil Certain, former assoc. dean for the natural sciences.  When Certain got the deanship of L&S, Nagel was thrilled, and he consented when a third party nominated him for the associate deanship, which sounded like an interesting change of pace. He talked in detail about discussions he had with Certain about the assoc. deanship, specifically about making Certain aware of certain weaknesses he felt he might have. 

00:12:29	Follow up: Did you feel acquainted with faculty in the departments under you? Answer: No; he had serious doubts about this because of differences between the lab sciences and math; but he made concerted efforts to get to know people in the departments. He also talked about the “sticker shock” that came with comparing funding for departments like math and lab departments.

00:16:55	[no question] Continuing to talk about his getting to know the departments, he discussed the perception that the dean’s office was the enemy and how he wanted to change that.

00:19:02	Follow up: What were you thinking about your mathematics career at this point? Answer: He hoped to be able to continue math research, though he understood it would slow down. He said that the understanding at the time was that the assoc. deanship was a faculty position, with the understanding that those who held the position would eventually go back to teaching.  This wasn’t the way it had often panned out.

00:21:41	Follow up: The role of the assoc. dean? Answer: He said the assoc. deans were the “first stop” in going to the deans office with problems. The struggle was that financial times were hard during his and Certain’s whole tenure in the office, so they faced a kind of “rear guard” management of affairs. He explained some specifics of how he and Phil addresses specific, but common requests like short-term staffing needs for leaves of absence and new hires. He detailed the kinds of conversations they’d have with new hires.

00:28:42	Follow up: Did you ever have the final say on a hire? Answer: No; the dean did. He expressed that there would be much discussion with the department on an issue like this, and the dean tried to take the desires of the department very seriously.  He gave some examples.

00:33:01	Follow up: Matching offers? Answer: Nagel explained the complexities of handling these kinds of cases, and the various concerns of the dean—resources, keeping pay structures in a department balanced, etc.

00:36:28	Follow up: Where did the money come from? Answer: He quipped that it seemed that some departments assumed it grew on trees; but he explained that the college had gotten themselves into an unsustainable situation by which they depended on the continuation of federal grants to “buy off” enough time from the University to allow more faculty to be on the book than it could actually pay all at once. This system was complex and made it difficult to find extra money to counter offers. He explained some details about how discussions were made with departments that involved some negotiations of their values and the resources the school had.

00:44:33	Follow up: So it was really case by case? Answer: Yes; he also explained that it depended upon the department and its reputation. Follow up: What were some of the most important departments? Answer: He responded by explaining the structure of the dean’s office, with the divisions being roughly of equal size, and which departments were under his supervision. The large departments under him were physics, chemistry, math, computer science.

00:50:10	Follow up: Did you have the most work of the associates? Answer: He didn’t think that correlation was necessarily true—the amount of short-term staffing was a time-consuming part of the job.  He also talked about the complexities of spousal hires.

00:55:42	Follow up: Who were your peers? Answer: When he started, Joann Cantor (and then Peter Spear) was assoc. for social sciences, Sargent Bush for humanities (and then Yvonne Ozzello). Toward the end of his tenure, Ozzello was quite ill.

00:57:29	Question: Were there difficult departments? Answer: Yes; computer science was a good department, but they knew it and were thus not satisfied with how they were treated. This caused friction between the college and the department when money became tight and conflicts developed over teaching responsibilities. He related some specifics of the power dynamics in these disputes.

01:01:08	[no question] He discussed one occasion on which he lost his temper with Larry Landweber, during negotiations over the future of the Center for Mathematical Sciences, and quipped about how he “knew how to push people’s buttons.”

01:04:40	[no question] Continuing to talk about departments who “were good and wanted to be recognized as being good,” he related that this wasn’t unique to computer science and gave the example of the physics department, who suggested that another department be closed down and resources be diverted to them.

01:08:11	Question: So the position was interesting? Answer: Yes; he was able to see how things worked and met interesting people.

01:09:20	[no question] He discussed the development of the biology major while he was assoc. dean. He discussed the difficulties of trying to get the colleges to work together on a common biology core, and the ultimate success of the cross-college major.

01:12:14	Question: Computer science’s attempt to leave L&S? Answer: Nagel explained that it was not uncommon for computer science to be located in the engineering school; as the focus of UW’s department moved from mathematical computations to more practical problems, issues of intellectual interest and salary began to distance computer science from math, its original home. When it became clear from the dean of engineering that the department would need to generate much of its salary income from grants, the decision lost its luster and computer science stayed.  He suggested that L&S wasn’t fighting to try to keep computer science.

01:18:45	Question: The impact of budgetary difficulties? Answer: He related that when budgetary control moved to the deans, this also meant making up budgetary deficits, which were then handed to him.  This was mostly handled through cutting short-term staffing when buy-offs of time happened. This was complicated by the fact that it was difficult to know at any one point what the budget looked like overall.

01:22:42	Question: Were assoc. deans deliberately hired from their own division? Answer: He related how this was different from the graduate school structure. While this created the difficulty of trying to not appear partial to one’s department, he didn’t think this was a problem. He sketched out what he thought was a healthy relationship between himself and the math department when he was dean, and related the one time when he really had to “go to bat” for math over an issue of hiring.

01:29:46	Follow up: Your relationship with Certain as dean based on personal friendship? Answer: He didn’t think his friendship gave him special status with Certain—he didn’t think he had any more access to him than any of the other assoc. deans.  

01:31:27	[no question] He was actually unsure, he noted, for the first year how Certain felt about his work.  This led him to talk about Certain’s hard-to-read side and some of the things the associates did to try to get him to be more open about their role and performance.  He explained the pressures that were on Certain, who was nervous about his own reception and work, 

01:38:07	Follow up: Retreats? Answer: He related some stories about regular retreats the deans had, the collegiality of the group, and an assignment Certain gave to write about the nature of reality that yielded uncertain results.

01:42:52	Follow up: Splits between biological and physical sciences? Answer: While most of the biological sciences were either in CALS or the med school, he remarked about discovering the differences in the internal arguments within departments—in the biological sciences between the “whole organism” and the molecular points of view. But he also said he found the biology departments to be something of a mystery, especially with regard to teaching loads.

01:49:16	Follow up: Would some departments complain about teaching load? Answer: He responded by outlining what different departments’ teaching loads were, and how the dean’s office would respond to requests for reduction.

01:51:39	Follow up: So it was really interpersonal relationships? Answer: Yes; “this is what makes administration hard.” Sometimes faculty are suspicious of higher salaries made by administrators, but this ignored the people skills and pressure involved.

01:52:53	Follow up: Is there a financial bump? Answer: Yes; he knew he’d get an above-average pay raise, though that didn’t happen immediately.
	
01:53:44	Question: Personnel issues? Answer: He said they’d sometimes deal with student complaints, some of which dealt with sexual harassment. He related how he became one of L&S’ departmental sexual harassment contact people, and how he was appalled at how the university was more interested in protecting itself than with protecting and helping the people involved.

01:57:26	Follow up: Did you have to deal with serious faculty misconduct? Answer: He wasn’t involved in the Keith Cohen case or any cases with serious criminal charges, but he was involved in a number of complaints in a department of mistreatment.

01:59:11	Follow up: Were you still glad at midpoint in your tenure as assoc. dean that you’d left the department chair? Answer: Yes; he didn’t like having to deal with unpleasantness from his close colleagues, but it was easier to deal with people who had to make an appointment to complain. He also enjoyed the ability to meet with people in the broader university and world of administration—this eventually led him to realize that he wanted to get back into research rather than go further in admin.

02:03:39	Question: Fund raising? Answer: He said that the assoc. deans weren’t very involved in fundraising, though they met with the board of visitors. Though they weren’t expected to do fundraising, he thought this may have changed over time and he learned a lot about fundraising through the deanship.

02:09:23	Question: What interaction with Bascom Hall? Answer: He recalled having more interaction with Ward while he was chair (over TAs who didn’t speak English well).  

02:12:05	Follow up: Work with the Grad School? Answer: He thought most of this interaction was about start up packages, which was a complicated issue involving differences between different kinds of departmental funding. Follow up: Cluster hiring? Answer: he thought this started after he left.

02:16:00	Question: Evaluate Certain’s performance and the state of L&S. Answer: He felt Certain was regarded very highly, even though there was concern about his being a scientist—in the end, he was very supportive of the humanities. He thought the budget exercises were conducted fairly, though no depts. actually got shut down.

02:19:08	[no question] Evaluating his own term as assoc. dean, he said he enjoyed it and thought Certain would have been happy to have him stay. He valued his friendships in the administration, with whom he still had good relationships.

02:20:54	Question: Why did you leave? Answer: He quipped about a celebration Certain threw for him on his going back to math, during which he posed a fake competition to “prove” whether Nagel could still do math. He recalled enjoying the teaching again, though getting back on track with research was hard. The setbacks were hard and occasionally caused him to doubt the move, but he eventually got back into it.

02:25:32	[no question] Elaborating on how his research again gained momentum, he related a productive collaboration he had with Stein that helped to answer questions they had been working on for years. Work on this problem continued for several years and resulted in several publications.

02:29:05	Follow up: This is the book you’re writing? Answer: No; the book was trying to collect a number of articles about the specialty he works on together in one volume for the sake of graduate students, who can be quite daunted by trying to track from paper to paper. Though still in the “old paradigm,” he felt the work would be useful to introduce young scholars to the ideas on which they could build and create new ones.

02:32:53	Follow up: So you don’t regret the move back to math? Answer: No; there were periods of discouragement, but he felt they’d made progress since he’d returned.

02:35:12	Question: Evaluate your career and what you see going forward? Answer: He expressed how lucky he felt he’d been, coming to UW on a “fluke” and staying for a career. While he never thought he’d be a successful mathematician, and while he felt some regret at having gotten an outside offer, he suspected that he would have remained loyal to UW even had he moved to Chicago.

02:39:15	[no question] He continued by talking about how appreciative he was of Madison’s public schools in helping educate his children.

02:39:55	[no question] Opining about what was ahead for UW, he was realistic about the hard times that it would face from the legislature, but also that technology was going to make some profound changes.

02:41:04	End of Third Interview Session
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